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Wichita PTG chapter meeting highlights

December 8 Agenda.

The 12/08/11 meeting will be at 7 pm, at Marty
Hess's house

3900 N Parkwood Ln, Bel Aire, KS 67220-2023

Agenda is the business meeting, technical,
snacks.

There’s always more than enough to go around like
fudge, banana nut bread, eggnog and such.... Happy
Holidays!

Wichita Chapter of PTG met at Wichita State
University in Alan Crane’s office and shop on
November 10th at 7:00 pm with nine in attendance.

The world economy is in stress. Many people are make
budget choices that do not include piano care.

Technicians/stores/performers should be in crisis mode
working hard with teachers, families, and institutions to
revive piano playing by everyone in America. One way

to get new ideas is through social networking. For
example, myptg.org., Overtones, etc. To connect with
(and perhaps influence) piano aficionados outside our

circle, try "LinkedIn"/"Groups"/"Piano Tuners &
Technicians".

Sample LinkedIn discussion thread for Piano Tuners &
Technicians

Does anybody do any fun workshops for school
groups, scouting groups, after school programs, or
other clubs to introduce them the amazing science

of sound and how a piano works?

Lawrence Sudweeks • You might even offer that
service to piano teachers as a special field trip reward to
their students. I would tell them if they don't listen, they
are going to see a whippen! All in good fun! When you
add value to your relationship with others, they become
more loyal and send you more referrals.

Bob Maret (Piano Technician) • I did a piano
presentation for a group of second graders once. There
were oooh's and ahh's when I pulled the action on that
Baldwin 243. I brought along some old action parts to
give out to the kids. It was fun for all, but don't count
on it producing a great deal of additional business.

Roy Howard • The Wichita Chapter of PTG did a
major collaboration with the local music teachers. Some
of the things we did at their two day recital are listed on
page 6 of this newsletter:
http://www.cantos.org/Piano/03.10.pdf
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Roy Howard reported on the need for member input for
the chapter newsletter.
J. D. Hershberger (president) reported that he would
like to know if an agenda published in the newsletter
ahead of meeting time would be helpful along with
future events for members to be aware of both locally
and nationally. This was favorably received by those
present. Alan Crane said the Kansas City Chapter
sends out postcards to members before each meeting
and thought we might consider this option. No action
was taken.
David was asked by the membership to try to schedule
a meeting at Pianos Unlimited in Hutchinson for
January or February and report back at the December
meeting.
Marty Hess invited chapter members to come and
observe the installation of turbo whippens in a piano he
was restoring during November.
Alan Crane reported that a Nebraska chapter assigned
tech sessions to individual or groups of members for
each month’s meeting and wondered if that is a
possibility for our chapter. Discussion will continue in
December.
Alan Crane reported that all of his tools were stolen
from his truck. He said it should be a warning to all
members and we should photograph all of our tools and
put identification numbers on them so it helps the police
and others who try to recover them.

The next meeting will be at Marty Hess’s residence on
Thursday December 8th . The address of his home is
3900 north Parkwood.

Tech session and refreshments followed.

PTG Exam Study Session

:

http://www.cantos.org/Piano/03.10.pdf

David Norman • presented “How the piano works” at a
student recital at the “Pianos Unlimited” store in
Hutchinson, Kansas. The presentation lasted about 15
minutes and was open to the students and their parents.

Rory Fader • I've done a similar activity when I was
teaching in an elementary school. I took the action out
of an upright, passed around spare parts, demo'd on
grand & upright action models & generally had the kids
spellbound. Did it for all grades (K-7). Got a bridge
repair & a tuning out of it, too. (Rory Fader, Kelowna,
Canada)

Tonny van den Hout • I along with a piano technician
for two times, for a noon game organized. It took place
at his piano business. In between the piano technician
told with enthusiasm about how a piano works, what
materials he uses. He also told about the sound. How
you can exert influence on the sound. All this he could
show just because all the material was present, of
course. All attendees young and old, 80 in total, found
this very nice. Because you're in the room where the
piano plays the main role will you not be distracted by
other things. The presence of the many pianos was
therefore frequently made use of four hands on two
instruments. It was nice and level of play. This is an
example of how to get people excited about an
instrument can make. In this way we achieve two
things. You as a piano teacher can let students act and
the piano technician can be instruments, piano, market
and sell. So if you help each other. Likewise, you can
at a piano factory and then a piano concerts.

Roger Hayden • As my joints suffered from long years
of tuning I returned to part time private piano teaching.
As a result my added association with teachers
(MTNA) has opened doors to do seminars in both
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Thursdays 7:30 pm at the Piano Man Shop:
Larry Ray

1018 N Buffum
Wichita, KS 67203

316-644-9241

Curriculum:
http://www.ptg.org/members/certificationExams.php

RSVP

(MTNA) has opened doors to do seminars in both
Piano Technician and Music Education areas. It's good
to get in front of people and encourage above all else,
piano playing. Anything you do to stir up playing will
frankly help hold up the backbone of this fabulous
western culture of music the came from ten fingers on
an acoustic piano. Do it.

Dan Silverwood • From time to time I have students
from the UBC music program drop by for a shop tour.
Many had not had the opportunity to see an old
pneumatic player in operation, or a square grand, a
straight strung upright, or viewed a piano completely
dismantled. When people enter into a shop environment
they get involved right away. This creates the
enthusiasm referred to by Roger and others here.
At one time I had thrown up eight or ten YouTube
videos of some of the micro-sessions showing the
player in operation and playing a just completed
vintage grand. Most of the stuff I was playing were my
own compositions but some was Joplin, Elton John,
and Tom Waits; a few years ago after Vevo,
Sony/BMG and other copyright holders began to go
after the copyright issue I pulled them all down even
though I played less than sixteen bars of each tune.
When time permits, I still offer free seminars for folks
or new technicians who want to “sit in” on jobs.
Most of the restorations I complete here have the client
completely involved in the decision making with regard
to cabinet colours and trim felts, hammer sets and
strings under my guidance.

Lawrence Sudweeks • The National Association of
Music Merchants (NAMM) also has interesting
programs and resources to help the cause. Educating
the parents of the kids is important to understanding
why their kids should learn to play. In my household,
my children have to make their beds, do the dishes, and
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practice the piano. It is just part of what they do, and
they don't question it. I think if teenage boys would
realize what a little Beethoven would do when the girls
would walk by, it would change their desire to learn.

Lawrence Sudweeks • Composers such as John
Schmidt have done a lot for inspiring teenagers to learn
to play. He is especially well known in my area.

Future of the Piano

Bob Maret (Piano Technician) • Hopefully John Schimidt is promoting the acoustic
piano. Digital pianos are the spinets of past years. I haven't tuned many digitals lately.
Some teachers held out for students that had a "real" piano, till they started losing too
many students. 50% of the students are learning on a digital. I ask again, tuned any
digitals lately? The next generation - exposed to digital and MP 3 quallity will conclude
that a digital is a better value than a real piano. At least that's my prediction. Tuned any
digitals lately?

Lawrence Sudweeks • You will usually see John Schmidt playing a Fazioli or Yamaha.
Here is a link to his youtube video of 2 of his more popular songs.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R5mqWdc0ZoA

Jon DeLong • I haven't had many clients switch to a digital, nor have my teachers
reported problems with communicating to their students that a digital piano is not a
piano. When a digital can capture all the partials of a chord I'll start worrying.
Meanwhile, a decent digital with weighted keys and let-off runs about the same as a
crappy Chinese piano or an excellent used Console.

Business has slowed across the board. Outside of those in the fabled 1%, no business
that I've had contact with is doing well right now. A very slow economic recovery is
predicted.

Bob Maret (Piano Technician) • They are not switching, they are buying digitals as a
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first piano. 100,000 digitals Vs about 33,000 acoustic pianos on a annual basis. Much of
those 100,000 digitals used to be spinet pianos.

Danny Creech • Bob that is not the case down here in Missouri. Clients that have
switched to digitals are returning to acoustics because they are not 100% pleased with a
Piano wannabe. Don't get me wrong. Digitals are fun and they have their place in serious
music. But Piano players here find that the best of them somehow does not measure up.
Yes Acoustics need tuning periodically (sometimes very often) but when they are tuned
by a good tech, they are perfectly tuned. I have yet to find a digital that is perfectly tuned.
That is why they have these little auto vibro and other fun sounds applied to mask the
tuning sequences. Try the circle of 3rds on them and you will find this true.
Then there is the longivity factor. I regularly tune pianos prior to the 1920's. Think there
is a digital that will last even 60 years?? My nephew purchased a very nice Roland piano
and 5 years later he had to have a new keyboard installed because of some key balance
and contacts went bad. hmmmmm another $ 2400 on top of his original purchase. Just
my thoughts for what it's worth.

Bob Maret (Piano Technician) • I agree with everything you said, Danny. It's up to
everyone in the piano community to help upgrade all these digital buyers to acoustic
pianos - or as you suggest, convince them to buy acoustic in the first place. Piano tuning
in next generation depends on it.

Lawrence Sudweeks • Although digital pianos have cut into piano sales, they have also
introduced many people to the piano that would not have gotten involved any other way.
Many piano sales are lost to people who just want to keep their "sentimental" upright that
their great grandmother hauled across the plains in a wagon. Sales are also down because
a tough economy makes many people look at a new piano as a luxury that they can put
off.

Digital pianos have their place. If someone asked me which I prefer, I would say that I
would rather have both. If I only had to choose one, it would be an acoustic piano. With
the optimal lifespan of a digital only being 4-5 years, planed obsolescence provides a
good opportunity to upgrade to an acoustic.

There are plenty of areas we as technicians can improve that can increase loyalty,
retention, and improve referrals. Being negative about digital pianos will not stop the
sales of them, and will just leave a bad impression with anyone you speak to. When I
talk to a store owner about how business is, I am not overly excited to do purchase from





someone who has nothing good to say about the economy, the competition, or their
lousy day. However, when the individual confidently tells me how good they are, I am
drawn to spend more money with them. It's all about how you look at things.

Jordi Parera i Rodríguez • I'd like to tell my personal experience, maybe hopefully that
is the same case for some other people, like Danny and Bob suggest. I bought my first
piano 12 years ago and it was a high quality digital piano (that still plays very well) for
some reasons: mainly an affordable price, as I just wanted to try what could I do as an
amateur pianist, and I could play in my flat in the late afternoons and evenings without
disturbing anyone around. However, I played an accoustic upright piano in the music
school and I could appreciate the difference in any way: touch, sound, colours, .... so 18
months ago I bought one for me, which I enjoy very much, however with a silent system
that allows me to play when I have free time, wich is usually late at the end of the day.
So I have both in one, accoustic and digital, for any occasion.

Bob Maret (Piano Technician) • I would have to point out that there are digital pianos in
acoustic piano stores, but there are no acoustic pianos in digital piano stores.
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CHAZMAN . • Apples and Oranges...
There's the real thing and then there's the copy.

Toni Van Loan • Incresingly , I think that the change in choice of keyboard is not just
about convenience, but reflects an ongoing decline in the teaching and practice of what
used to be known as "classical music". People who play Chopin . Liszt, and even





Prokofiev do not want to play on digital pianos. Now, so-called classical recordings are
just a tiny percentage of the music being sold and traded. The rock/pop groups of my
youth, from the Supremes, and Beatles through Led Zeppelin are being thought of as
"classic" now ----- not Beethoven.. This is an overall societal shift, as well as a product
of technology.
As for the actual state of the NYC area biz, at this moment, it is pretty bad. A good
friend of mine , with a large shop and deep pockets reported having to pay his shop rent
from his retirement account this month., and I am just scraping by. [After a busy spring
and summer 2011] Last year at this time, i was very busy, so who knows.

Lamberto Calderoni • facing same problem in Italy and now just starting to try to create a
consciousness among piano business active members, technician, piano dealers,
producers, distributors, teachers. We should go back to the families and teach them the
differences between acoustic and digital. Also the figure of piano tuner is fading and we
should visit schoold to let them know what a good technician can give to the piano and
the pianist

Phil Bondi • My business is strictly service, but keep an eye on all the stores in the area.
Low end Digital sales are up (prices are competitive with lots of bells and whistles), and
Grand sales are flat/slightly lower. There is still a market out there for the piano. Service
never sleeps.

Bob Maret (Piano Technician) • We have a Best Buy store that sells digital pianos, and is
offering 4 free piano lessons with a digital. (the advertising flyer was in the Sunday
paper) . I view that as a positive in terms of getting the customer started on the piano and
hopefully they will eventually buy an acoustic piano. I think acoustic piano distribution
channels need to change - I'd like to see acoustic pianos in Sam Ash and Guitar center,
and have someone make sure they are tuned/prepped, and train someone to sell them.
Have a local store inventory the overstock, and deliver the product. Floor traffic in Guitar
center beats any piano store I've been in recently. However, the gruntingly slow to
change piano industry tends to continue slogging along, doing things that once worked,
hoping they will work again. It's time for change in the acoustic piano industry - teach
students what they want to play, which may be something other than classical these days.
Teach them the value of an acoustic, and the value of the digital. Teach the value of
music in development of the brain.

Instead, local news report this week: Seminole county school system (my school system)
is laying off 50 teachers - from music, art, and PE. In the news last week: Florida





governor supports math science, and english in schools and doesn't see much use for the
arts.

I'ts a shame.

Getting back to the OP's original comment about business - The key to success in this
economy is marketing, keeping costs low, selling high, and retaining customers. You sell
high by selling quality. You get customers with a comprehensive marketing plan. (read
some marketing books or take a class for ideas). You retain customers by doing excellent
work, and doing more than they expect.

Yes, I lose sales to low ball customers who want the lowest price, but those customers
are not loyal anyway. In five years, when they want the piano tuned again, they will
again search for the lowest price before they ask for yours.

If you're going to try to inspire the "kids" to want to play an acoustic piano show them
Elton John, not Beethoven. As was already so correctly noted "classical" music is a very
small part of the music business.now. As a tuner in the entertainment part of the music
business I can tell you that most of the top acts have at least one acoustic piano on stage
along with all the other "digital" stuff. The reality is that digital keyboards are here to
stay, but that doesn't have to be the end of the acoustic piano business. The top musicians
all have an acoustic piano in their homes as well as on stage when they perform. I don't
see digital keyboards ever being indistinguishable from acoustic pianos. NO question
though that the acoustic piano business is and will be smaller than it was in past years.
Posted by Ben

Ben absolutely has it right about introducing the acoustic piano via Elton John [or Billy
Joel] rather than Beethoven or Chopin. The "classical sensibiliy " is truly a waning thing,
even though the music schools keep churning out graduates.. The piano can be
introduced as a harmonic and percussive instrument as well as melodic. toni
Posted by Toni




